
The Imbecilic Utterances
(or Why is every man's
burden the heaviest?)

by Kog Zadare

"Come into my face." said Duras famously as she neared death. This
is very beautiful. If one takes Duras to speak of something akin to
the 'face' as given us by Levinas, and we may display this face here
as something like an Husserlian universal (neither as idea or as pure
being) one can, for the sake of edification draw a parallel between
the 'face' that suffers the slings and arrows of representation and
the plight of Being itself in its capacity as a well of meaning that
suffers the assault of modern Entertainments Sic. Duras who
adhered in the place of Duras the writer, who said to the other you
are speaking to "Duras", at once jumped across all levels and said
"Come into my face" and this is very beautiful.

If one conceives of psychoanalysis, taking the cue from Levinas who
said /Isn't it a kind of pornography?/, and posit analysis itself as an
entertainment, one can quickly adduce the relevance of the
tendentious anti-religiosity of the Freudian and Marxian legacy and
the introduction of contemporary "Science" that is supposed to have
rescued us from the superstitions and incoherency of the past.
Rather, just as Alva Noe observed that the only thing "astonishing"
about Crick's "astonishing hypothesis" is the degree of stupefaction
necessary us to not notice that it, the claim that Mind/Consciousness
is the Brain, is only the most natural continuation of first philosophy,
especially from the time of Descartes onward.) Likewise, Marx, far
from "flipping Hegel" on his ass, has done nothing of the kind - he
has ejaculated only within the tendentious current of idealism until
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it became unobservable to the contemporary conception like the
thing unobservable through over proximity, too close, the purloined
letter of Poe etc..

If man is the abstract animal and the contemporary as distinguished
from the modern age is the moment when we notice that the
artificial or constructed world has finally 'won out' - that today and
only today we can view nature as the underdog and the pathetic
victim of the abstract beast - we can see that the built world only
now offers fully abundant entertainment value that is sufficient to
replace meaning : That our now dominant abstract world is
overwhelming, in its practical efficiency, being itself. That in the
sense of that Darth Vader like fellow Zizek, whose master Govenor
Tarkin (from the original Star Wars movie) i.e. Jacques Lacan when
he speaks of the efficiency of the symbolic order is talking about a
world where the human will and agency is perceived as greater then
Being itself, is conceived of as the mono-valence / universal principle
to die for and moreover it is a principle that is, properly, in the
contemporary 'Les- Non-dupes errant' (if u don't follow it your an
ass because it's fucking powerful) functional. This is why Marxism
pretends to be a "materialism" - because the idea world, the abstract
world, has become Big time.

Natural Science is an hallucinatory idealism as we have shown
elsewhere. It is the unbroken continuation of the Socratic project as
condemned by Nietzsche and embraced by Hegel (and geared up by
Marx), an idealism that mirrors the constructed world, the world of
the abstract animal, and follows the current of externalization of
meaning i.e. Entertainment that fills the old lack left open in the
mental economy.
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The Book of Lukewarm Reflections

1.
Painful hypocrite of tomorrow.>sS>qS>S>he started drinking? No
merely committed suicide.
Painful hypotenuse of tomorrow __no no, please take more

Albee - "Americans give but don't share" - Albee "Americans are
extroverted but not friendly" - i.e. social but not sociable

You talk of Dredgers? RFRFRFRE
Numskulls roman by like Matter Mow FWEFEWFWE the two women
fondled each other, their coiffes all molested, ufies love or affection ,
the critics pursed lips show signs of embarrassment ,the darker
purpose of Lear-ing
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.
Stability resting with fate abdomen fwefew --------the mad man enters
with a cap on head of aesthetics master and cool philosophy of the
proton -Serne Swissyland
Sleeping Mr.Squirrel only your long tailgate moves fewfwe - Here's
is your key
Aeolus animates the dead? fewfwef fat belly squirrel mofo

3. beauty is amess that look of pretty
one fwefwe
two ---------------------what is that?
but why seven? fwefewf ----------the poems of shakHomer
---throw them away...

4.
^&%j^

)()IIII
Is some human format in here? wefwefwe ) + ___dlskfj ---yes that
disk is my ownership
fwfewf
5.
The new is mysterious ___________-your rookm isby the desert
if you blister
the old is mysterious
------------------------oh, on the upper story?
6.
I saw an oddities
a spa from england fwe
fate as helm! fewfwefwefewff --------------how pretty

7.
one thingummy
five
or twelve ----------------------------------------overweening
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8.now had a holdall lived
I would have thread fewfew
piggeries are greener this timepiece of daylight fweff---------she prays

9.
What is fisherman is the endeavour of lifeguard
then the participate of the golden ---- a long look at time yields a
laugh at today, no?
what I see is the toss up

10.
so, you came to Attica
for a hamlet salami
and leftist with a meal brainwave
wffwwe - neo manic movements twitching comments on communists
Marx says Camus gave a bad conscious to the wealthy element Marx
says Wiesel was a tragic creature , Marx say Zizek is to be regarded
like a criminal under critical eye , Zizek says beware of obnubilation
caused by zealotry obsession movements like neo communist ism
11.
it is oddity that piggeries fwefwef mysterious dog.Beware of Wigg
party
by their own volition
choose the pathologist of reassessment resist Right wingers
Kill all polity
1.
Who would have thread ---------------------we called puppy puppy fwefwe
- dump him in garbage bag
a holdall has grown wilderness ----------------The Real is domestication
project of the symbolic
and leftist the mines eyebrow - rain it flutters

13.
When a boarder grows bolero - garbage is the best nature
and snifters and beck
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his bashful facial goes yellow with glee

14. wefwefwe
one daylight small holdall grew --------- the love of garbage is the
beginning of wisdom
grew beyond all ----------Age of garbage ii
proposer and brainwave scimitar rabbit cat then flutter into a dog
form

15.
when the holdall dancings
he dogs consensus -------do everything yourself
a dishonor wefwe

16.
True meaning is fwef
meaning --------------------------what does this clown do?
only because it is not everywhere ----------------------------he's a poet

17. -------------------------------I think the dog came to voice with me - but
he was of odd extraction - where for though come art haildog ?!
orange is orange and sweat
True if everything is meaning
meaning is not meaning - yellow is pear blue is pomegranate while
decomposing
but everywhere is meaning

18. fwef
meaning was standpoint
with tailgate turned ewfwef - I don't know why they had Nostalgia
for the Real, that was the chaos time
drifting under a brewer

19.
true
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it was true fwefew --------he studied in the best alley ways and stoops
of helltown
true

0.
when he goes --------yes Johannesburg is nice this time of the winter
the prettiest piggery ---leftists are the new crusaders - sure of their
zealotic rightness
eyebrows aflame ------Rightists are the new Pudgy hogs full of
fattiness -and teabaggery

1.
the eyebrows of the ----------------did he come to take the cure?
holiday Agamemnon
stammered ------------no, he doesn't bathe

. fwefwe
true Clytemnestra
had lost her way-side of fat plump slut fwefwefew ---Raphael is more
manly then Leonardo
yet great holiday was homeland

3.
when a bellowing shout -----------the worse for him
is not enough
kitbag Hades assassin ----polity is an alien but they force it in your
human face --distance, separation, I recall the pretty isolation spoke
of by Freud the dolt - but it was a nice thing he say anyway - also
Freud built pretty of structures too

4.
they say a dealing -----------------------------they say poets make the
humanity
with your darker brainwave fwefewfwe ----- and would be
unnecessary in a human world
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leads only to something -----most animals long to be human and
humans pretend animal life is more pretty ---nostalgia for nothing is
commonplace -- for dream world Utopian structure is more
prevalent - for the Real is masochistic.

5. fweff --------------------yes because they are inundated in protected
squaller
one daylight a cowboy -----they love greener grass (this will be
misunderstood : purple pomegranate weed like the kind crack head
"sacred" smoke)
a third participate cowboy -----don't get bothered by people
a fourth participate moose ---pretend they are not around

6.
what is oddity ---Remember how Descartes was walled up at age 45
is the navel -----Like Poe's story about the fatty hog who mouthed up
too much
of pedal fewfwefwe ----yes he wanted to think or something

7.
I saw a stripe flutter
and laughed --------------------------------it's not good for you
Musician said the moose -----------------------then you fall asleep
fewfewfewf------------------------------------------life,life - ( Ferlinghetti calls it
leisure class activity)
8.
I saw a peculiar raccoon 9 drenched in ether and piss
it moved oddly -----------------------------------what course subjects do they
concern themselves with?
how dumb is lifeguard said the diver deep -------the woman come and
go talking of /Hegel and the Matrix film/

9.
when you try to ---------I know you say Chinese music is more false
then Western
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or a hulk so green
hairy hulks fwefewfew------------but, most people idealize in the
opposite way so as to place truth at an unattainable, if Zizek were
alive still he would call it the music supposed to be Chinese

30.
One thingummy that
---------------------------Idealized dream worlds are the fun of the stalker
criminal Wong!
that can not
not thingummy ---No, he only tries to support 'reality' with
structures of conspiracy so as not to go mad and fall into the Real of
Broder/Lacan.

31. N+3------------I see, wasn't that the thesis Zizek called psycotic
solution ---yes and no1.
Painful hypothesis of tomorrow
You talk of Drenches? you talk of stones saying 'let me be the one to
pummel the sinner'
Nuns romance by like come a long way, mower lawns or death say
crusaders to the Jew ----you know why they are playing the social
game?

.
Stabilizer resting with fathead abdomen of hog belly comes first ------
they want to live eternally
Sleeping only your long tailor moves ----a film is art too
Aeolus animates the dead?

3.
one
two ---------------------------the bastard is nuts
but why seven?

4.
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^&%j^
)()IIII
Is some human formation in here? -------no, just scared

5.
The new is mysterious ----how can u justify crime!
if you blitz -----------------------------justify, before whom? a blade of tar on
the far side of a galaxy by the 'edge' of the universe?
the old is mysterious ---------------------------prevericat, hedge ---before
whom?

6.
I saw an ode -------------the proton ?
a space from england ---------------as if things had a meaning, they
followed
fathead as helmet!
--------------------maybe they were fond of telling stories
7.
one thinker
five
or twelve

8.now had a holder lived -----------------------are they far or close to
Truth
I would have threat
piggies are greener this timer of daze -------nudging up close to
truth? who is to comment, Maimonides?

9.
What is fishery is the ending of lifeline ----------the fish was an old
smell for early christians
then the participation of the golden
what I see is the toss up -----------the late christens are called
scientists , lab coats and lab cells , biologists are witch doctors and
magic men , pharmako - the stuff witches brewed , we just forgot the
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old meaning of magic

10.
so, you came to Attica -------because you wanted to charm the pretty
girls
for a hammer salary -------plato hatched out meaning and Aristotle
forced Zeus's bird to fly - Kant trained the dumb animal and Hegel
ordered its flight Marx clipped its wings and Lenin shoved her in
cracked skull - then there was the proton only- singing its oblique
song
and left-winger with a mealtime brake

11.
it is oddment that piggies -----------------bojourno
by their own volition ---Marx is only another mad doctor of religion
we just forgot the old meaning of History i.e. God the Eternal end of
times judge - eschatologicalism
choose the pathway of reassurance
(Sloterdijk recommends on Civilization and moderation, but also that
is vid game, no? true, irony is next to cynically stupidity, but this is
Berkeley)
1.
Who would have threats
a holder has grown lodged in wildlife
and left-winger the minefields eyeful to keep war forever to love ego
of being not 'apathetic' apathetic is not believing in my manic desire
to build a cave to the center of earth!

I saw a neo-communist pretty one one morning - How you students
not neo communist the world in great move of ardent activism! YOu
so apathetically.

but did not Lenin say go some place and learn,learn, learn

(in voice of Rashi:) This is apathy?
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13.
When a boarding grows bollard and hot reflection s
and sniggers and beckon
his bashful facility goes yellow with glee like a pear true

14.
one daze small holder grew ----------Tarkovsky said he dulled the
colours into colors in his film since in life one is not over consious of
such - but one says whose life do you refer gray Russian pig!
grew beyond all
proposition and brake scion -----Camus says novels of the French and
German go beyound truth in their romantic depiction of undying
emotions - but did not Holderlin and Nietche go Mad and stay so -
Camus would hev it that a man would grow board of madness and
return to senses after a time - but this is a skewing of his sun backed
Mediterranean head.

And consider the Russians.... Nechaev... etc

This is no doubt what Thom Mann mean when he speak of the
metaphysical depth of the Russians and Germans

You say what has it all rot -

it is odd but I think there are still arguments in favor of such
catastrophic depths/ think on it for next class

15.
when the holder dandelions
he dogcarts consent
a dishonor

16.
True meaning is -----------------it is important to discuss with the mad
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meaning ----------------------------------because the counterpoint aids a
dialectic
only because it is not everywhere ----------sometimes place a cycle on
Mars
and one in Hell (Strindberg's Earth)
17.
True if everything is meaning
meaning is not meaning
but everywhere is meaning

18.
meaning was stanza -----------Offense!
with tailor turned -----------------------The Jains and Whitman have no
problem with contradiction
drifting under a brewery -------------and Dostoevsky was pleased to be
offend

19.
true
it was true
true

0.
when he goes
the prettiest piggy ---------Tarskovsky too wanted to link the tortoise
(of folk tail) to the achilles (of high culture) ,but only in so much as
he
eyefuls aflame ---------------kept rooted in the cyclical time of the
pagan's

1.
the eyefuls of the -------perhaps too ----like in the twelfth century
when men returned to the study of Aristotle ------- the return of
Cyclical time --------as in the reacuring Bang Bang theory of physics --
-will prompt an overcoming of old prejudices and a dialectical
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advancement
holder Agamemnon
stammered
I feel the mournful necessity to add ; this is not a relation to
"science" (whatever this means) rediscovering truth of "religion"
(whatever this means) argument
.
true Clytemnestra
had lost her master of kingdoms for a weakling piggy with a fresh
snout
yet great Memnon was an man of Ethiopia and agate is a stone of
green viens
3.
when a bellowing shout
is not enough --------------------------the Lacanian's say the depth of the
mirror leads to fantasy
kitchen Hades assault . the self of the brain memory is fantasy they
say

4.
they say a den of Cave Bear is prettier
with your darker eyes glossed
leads only to something worshipful in vision of/ Lady gaga, she dead
- qouthe Conrad, heart of darkness

5.
one daze a cowl --------------------even pyromaniacs like to drink wine
a third participation cowl
a fourth participation moose

6.
what is oddment
is the navigator -------------------The European obsession with being the
best and the Jewish with being the most special man is endlessly
futile
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of pedant -----For the alien mind of a foreigner they are both the
same creature
---soon there will be no more segregation - another thousand years --
the walls broken down and the borders abolished those who preach
and write psalms about diversity dispelled as charlatans humanity
will at last be unified under one tyrant and destroyed .

7.
I saw a stripling fly --------how pretty was its beak
and laughed --------------------------------I saw an ugly pig
Musket said the moose

8.
I saw a peculiar race
it moved oddly
how dumb is lifeline said the holder

9.
when you try to --------What is it you are saying Herr Doktor?
or a hull ------------The dinosaur was smarter then we - he only
thought to be Big - that was enough -
hairy hulls

30.
One thinker that ---------The only nostalgia for never existing past
time I endorse (the yesterday was better dream standard like the
one white man sells about the "native american" in contra
distinction and equal falsehood to his of thesis of look at savage) is
that of the pretty dinosaur world - so empty of humanity!
pursed lip
that can not -------May I return mother to womb?
not thinker ---------------------only in your dream of pretty dinosaur time.

31. N+41.
Painful hysterectomy of tomorrow ------Save the worldness
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You talk of Dresses? -------Just do that
Nunneries romantic by like M Muck ---------They keep saying I'm
maddness

.
Stable resting with father abdomen ----------Oh, but so I see
Sleeping only your long tailwind moves -----therefore you go
Aeolus animates the dead? -----------------------------Ach so, I?

3.
one
two
but why seven?

4.
^&%j^

)()IIII
Is some human formula in here?

5.
The new is mysterious
if you blitzkrieg -----------------what if to save earthers look like death
to they?
the old is mysterious
---------then they of murder you while you righting the commet that
will smash their of skull.
6.
I saw an odour ---------------some of time thing look odd then green
wisdom man of east come instruct of Moses in famous of story "you
not bear with me" say he
a spaceman from england ---------------important of info \/

"al- Khidr
Legendary Islamic figure endowed with immortality who became a
popular saint, especially among sailors and Sufi mystics. His legend
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is based on a narrative from the Qur'an, which tells how a "man of
God" helps Musa (Moses) search for a fish and at the same time
performs seemingly senseless actions such as sinking a boat and
killing a young man. By questioning him, Musa forfeits his
patronage. Arab commentators embellished the story, giving him the
name Khidr ("Green") and claiming that he turned green upon diving
into the spring of life. In Pakistan he is identified with a water deity
who protects mariners and river travelers. Among Sufis he is
associated with the ever-living spiritual function that can guide
people on the spiritual path." - from some web of site

father as helmsman!

7.
one thinking ----------------reason of good brain can still make a
mistaken
five ---therefor by radically unsteady in your boat
or twelve -----the boat is the island of the cosmos
---------------

8.now had a holding lived ---------and she goes on the waters of the
Lacanian/Broderian Real
I would have threesome --------------------the waters are the chaos of the
what is ordered by the language brain and the visual brain and the
sense brain
piggybacks are greener this timeserver of dazzle ------the green in
the ocean diver of the deep like Mr. Gilgamesh

9.
What is fishing is the endive of lifer
then the participle of the golden ---------oh ye cold cynics , immune to
practical reason!
what I see is the toss up

10.
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so, you came to Attica
for a hammock sale
and leg with a meander bramble -------cuts and brambles happen
when learning

11.
it is oddss that piggybacks
by their own volition
choose the patience of rebate ---sale items are not always cheap,
such as ideology of the science - boat of the masses cling, cling!
Idioms of conformity are always infallible to the plastic body to clasp
to, for the social order is the prettiest when identity is total

1.
Who would have threesome --------remember those eighties songs
about the joys of conformity!
a holding has grown willingness -------they still are hits
and leg the miners eyelash --------------------debbie harry is pretty but
she also played in that movie videodrome -design interpretation, if
wanted

13.
When a boardroom grows bolster
and snips and bed
his bashful facing goes yellow with glee

14.
one dazzle small holding grew
grew beyond all
proprietor and bramble scolding

15.
when the holding dandies - or just keep Baudelaire the odd one
he dogfights consequence ---we only need these two poets for
France and Deutschland - Baudelaire the oddity and Holderlin the
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saddest /
a 17 year old philosophers gaze

16.
True meaning is
meaning
only because it is not everywhere like the ice of the Nazi mystics
Zizek is so fond of quoting /the earth is surrounded of endless ice he
say

17.
True if everything is meaning
meaning is not meaning
but everywhere is meaning

18.
meaning was staple
with tailwind turned
drifting under a briar

19.
true
it was true
true -----------------they wanted to add a small children to say renewal
is vouch safed

0.
when he goes -------------they only kill them with long swords though
the prettiest piggyback ---you forget to remember how bloody the
earth gets with the inventions of the earth sciences
eyelashes aflame -----no, but it seems Baudelairan to recall

1.
the eyelashes of the ----no just common and uncultured in bad of
taste
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holding Agamemnon
stammered

.
true Clytemnestra
had lost her weakness
yet great holding was homeowner

3.
when a bellowing shout
is not enough ------------More notes a la counter notes - more fodder
for dialectical returns - mazes, explorations - do you want to see it in
the opened chasm like a brain laid out on a operator table - I
remember avital ronell talk about an umbilical cord meaning a
phone line to the state or something, or something - a student of
Derrida
kitchenette Hades assay

4.
they say a deanery
with your darker bramble
leads only to something ----------When you rip up the weeds in the
garden -no, when you rip up the garden that is cultivated you do
well, then you go back to the weeds - but this is not a return to
nature - Heaven forbid!

5.
one dazzle a cowman
a third participle cowman
a fourth participle moose -----the grammar cops are coming --bad
boys

6.
what is oddss
is the navvy
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of peddler

7.
I saw a stripper flyby
and laughed
Mussel said the moose ----------when characters in a film are placed in
old furniture room you have been culture ised

8.
I saw a peculiar racecourse
it moved oddly
how dumb is lifer said the holding ----------fancy hair is, to say the
least, important to the film industry

9.
when you try to
or a hullabaloo --------true, there is no thing so bad one can take some
good away from it, as Pliny used to tell his son, but no to the less,
confusions' dogs reign on high
hairy hullabaloos

30.
One thinking that
that can not
not thinking

31. N+5 trying to define liberty is a long occupation , life is even
lengthier when it is eternal , therefore one thing first then the next
1.
Painful ice of tomorrow
You talk of Dressers?
Nurses romp by like Maturity Muckraker

.
Stack resting with father-in-law abdomen
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Sleeping only your long taint moves
Aeolus animates the dead?

3.
one
two
but why seven?

4.
^&%j^

)()IIII
Is some human formulation in here?

5.
The new is mysterious ---I remember when Judith Butler died - it was
pathetic sight -- all the screaming --- then a thunder cloud from on
high --- her life had been spent in practical pursuits of ordering
things and so such , but
if you blizzard
the old blank is mysterious

6.
I saw an odyssey
a spaceship from england
father-in-law as helper! ---Freud had thus elapsed his mettle spent
and the pathetic thing of the early Zizek, if one looks back, is that he
tries to pose Lacan's doctrine as agreeing with odd science theories
and advanced physics - religionists affinity?

7.
one think-tank
five
or twelve ------------Lukewarm so I spew you the fuck out

8.now had a hold-up lived
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I would have three-wheeler
piglets are greener this timetable of deacon ----------Words stung me
like a nasty bug, I fell throttled in imagination

9.
What is fishmonger is the endorsement of lifespan ----to speak ones
feeling is to be labeled insane
then the particle of the golden -------cynicism at its most hard!
what I see is the toss up -----------------why should we not treat the
other to a dose of everything? -oh ethics...oh ethics...

10.
so, you came to Attica
for a hamper salesgirl
and legacy with a meanie branch - the pharisees niece loved cunt -
so she said save her - save the Christ - Christ is like what Jung called
'feeling type' Vincent van gogh is also a smaller one, this is why
when Oedipus died the texts tell us it brought forward a boon,
Oedipus was also a women - do the Freudians know this?

11.
it is ode I sing to that piglets hoof
by their own volition hogs
choose the patient rebel cry - but never the singing of
anthropomorphized subjects deemed safe for rich wests cradle love!

1.
Who would have three-wheeler --I dream of Lawrence's fat country,
is it desert country, no sieb, fat country!
a hold-up has grown willow
and legacy the minerals eyelet ---David lean had a pretty eye for
train destruction - why is it so naked in comparison to the Russian
flick Zhivago - never having read Pasternack I am content none the
less to say the writing was bad too sentimental (the film and literary
critic Zizek would of scoffed at such trash!)- as with the present
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work the writer is always the last one to know he is a total idiot

13.
When a boardwalk grows bolt
and snipes and bedbug -------------------or as Nietzsche said the first
and the last (speaking about Christians or holly hocks or the
extinction of the papyrus reed along the Nile delta or putting in her
delta)
his bashful facsimile goes yellow with glee --------Oh the shame of
unruly taste

14.
one deacon small hold-up grew
grew beyond all ---------------You're a pig! she must say
proprietress and branch scone --------------More? he asks More
abuse...

15.
when the hold-up dangers
he doggies conservation ---------also you dress poorly!
a dishonor

16.
True meaning is
meaning
only because it is not everywhere
------------------------------------and you smoke in a stupid way
17.
True if everything is meaning
meaning is not meaning --------your boring
but everywhere is meaning

18.
meaning was stapler --------some witness with his small son says as
he goes out of the room we're going to do some existing
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with taint turned
drifting under a bribe -----------this is almost unnoticed by the artistic
lense , it is too much like periphery turned inwards

19.
true
it was true
true -----------Say it ain't so

0.
when he goes ------------sometimes a door closing makes a sound like a
yawn
the prettiest piglet ------a bit unsettling isn't it?
eyelets aflame ---inanimates shouldn't voice too often - keep the
cures in place!

1.
the eyelets of the
hold-up Agamemnon
stammered

.
true Clytemnestra
had lost her weal
yet great hold-up was homestead

3.
when a bellowing shout
is not enough
kite Hades assemblage

4.
they say a dear
with your darker branch
leads only to something
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5.
one deacon a cowpat
a third particle cowpat
a fourth particle moose

6.
what is ode
is the navy
of pedestal

7.
I saw a striptease flyer
and laughed
Muster said the moose

8.
I saw a peculiar racehorse
it moved oddly
how dumb is lifespan said the hold-up

9.
when you try to
or a
David huem
hairy hums

30.
One think-tank that
that can not
not think-tank

31.
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